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Aims and objectives
In order to identify who the actors are, measure the size and value add of the apps economy in the
UK (such as employment effects), this project will produce a review of existing literature of mobile
service platforms in order to identify gaps for further research. The literature review and analysis
will be divided into three separate areas: Firstly a review of existing literature on mobile platforms
and service delivery to identify how we define the apps economy. This will span the economic
literature on platforms to the business literature of mobile applications and cloud computing.
Secondly we will review how the activities of platform and application providers are currently
mapped by statistics and other reports available to us. Thirdly we will look at empirical cases of real‐
time data and to identify strands of further promising research.
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Introduction
Mobile service platforms enable applications that combine the agility of ubiquitous mobile usage
with the flexible delivery enabled by cloud computing. Such platforms could be defined as a
combination of at least mobile devices, enabling software, and cloud data centres connecting two‐
sided markets of apps providers and users. The combination of mobile applications and cloud
computing have changed information handling practices with widespread effects on organizational
structures and strategies and lowers the cost of certain kinds of experimentation and innovation.
One such phenomena having arrived conveniently at the fingertips of users are applications utilising
mobile commerce and real‐time data, i.e. applications underpinned by short transaction times that
in the pre‐internet era could not be collected fast enough for real‐time analysis and presentation.
For the purpose of this report we consider these effects contributing to what could be called the
“apps economy”, featuring new types of value capturing, spanning at least the telecom, internet,
creative industries, and public services.

Cloud
computing

Time‐
sensitive data

Smartphones

Platforms supporting new the apps economy
combine existing base technologies

In the final section we extend the analysis of the apps economy into delivering new services utilising
time‐sensitive data. As with computer and software services in general, a mix of industrial categories
[SICs] needs to be considered when creating compound economic statistics. However, the benefits
of relatively transparent corporate reporting, the fact that most of the traffic is carried by a limited
number of mobile network operators, and our detailed knowledge of the sector provide us with the
necessary background for our literature review and subsequent analysis. Underlying factors is
mobile communications increasing as share of overall usage, and that communications have
remained stable as share of household expenditure since 2000.

Figure 1: (Left The so‐called mobile‐only population with no landline at home
Figure 2: Communications as share of household expenditure has been stable since 2000 in OECD countries
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Literature review
Innovation in the new digital economy
Shapiro & Varian (1999) describe the characteristics of the information economy in terms of classic
economic theories: many tried and true principles are valid for the Internet, and information
technology in general, but information and communication technologies (ICTs) offer new
opportunities and challenges in applying these classic economic principles. Further, information is an
“experience good” often meaning that consumers don’t know the value until they have experienced
it on their own. This has implications for pricing of information goods. The industrial economy is
driven by economies of scale, whereas the information economy is driven by economies of networks
and supports a plethora of new and improved services.
If we take the view that the Internet and the subset of services accessed by mobile phones could be
described as technological systems, we could see platforms as “adapters” between subsystems.
Systems and networks
System builders, like Edison, strive to increase the size of the system under their control. Once
innovation occurs, inventor‐entrepreneurs tend to fade from the focal point of activity. Hughes
(1982) explain how technical innovation focus around the elimination of obstacles to growth, called
reverse salients. Often staff and organizational forms are a reverse salient. Industrial laboratories,
which proliferated in the first quarter of the 20th century, proved effective in conservative invention,
but not radical innovation. Because radical inventions do not contribute to the growth of existing
technological systems, which are presided over by, systematically linked to, and financially
supported by large entities, organizations rarely nurture a radical invention according to Hughes.
Radical as defined here, are defined as inventions that do not become components in existing
systems. As mentioned by Henderson & Clarke (1990), architectural and incremental innovation
support reinforced components within an existing system.
An alternative or complementary approach to study systems is to focus on networks and its
importance for markets and innovation. Shapiro and Varian (1999) describe three basic
characteristics of networks: 1) Network externalities (interconnected actors are affected by each
other, positively or negatively, even if they are indirectly connected), 2) increasing returns (the
value/utility of a network increases with the number of actors connected), and 3) path‐
dependencies and lock‐ins (as actors get dependent on the network it gets increasingly difficult to
leave it, as one follows the same path as the larger entity).
To explain the success and hurdles of mobile Internet services in Japan and the West, Funk (2001;
Funk 2004) uses the concepts of network effects and disruptive technologies. Mobile phone
products are increasingly compatible with standard Internet file formats (MP3, MPEG, Real, and
windows formats), the value of a phone increases with the total number of phones on the market,
and the technology richness of high‐end phone contents are getting close to that of the fixed‐line
Internet, according to him.
The role of information technology
Teece (1986) describes disruptive IT innovation as knitting together a set of interrelated
technological and organisational advances involving qualitative IT base innovations and related IT
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innovation in development processes and services that further the exploitation of the base
technology innovation by providing co‐specialised assets.
Swanson (1994) developed Teece’s ideas further in order to differentiate a theory of information
systems innovation from organisational innovation theory. He recognises that innovators are
frequently assumed to motivate imitative behaviour by others. Channels of communication are of
central concern for the adoption process, and Swanson argue that these channels are significantly
differentiated according to information system innovation type. We note Swanson’s focus on the IT
department as a somewhat isolated unit from the rest of the company as perhaps typical of the pre‐
Internet‐era in academia: he considers information systems innovation mainly taking part within the
IT department, which reflects the situation until the mid‐1990s before Internet technologies become
ubiquitous in the economy.
We note Swanson’s notion of a “core” and “value added processes” which we will get back to when
discussing concepts of platforms in coming sections. Lyytinen & Rose (2003) extend Swanson’s
definition and define IT base innovations in terms of disruptive IT innovation as an architectural
innovation originating in what they call the “information technology base”, referring to Teece,
Christensen, and Swanson. They distinguish between these three types of IT innovations and their
interactions in what they call the “three‐set model of IT innovation”.

Systems
Development
Innovations

Service
Innovations

IT Base
Innovations

Figure 3: Three‐set model of IT innovation (Lyytinen & Rose 2003)

It is important to note that the above characterisation of IT base innovations only recognises
necessary conditions for a disruptive IT innovation, but cannot be used in a strict sense to predict it.
In the same way, diffusion is one of many dynamic effects of innovation (where absorptive capacity
and strategic choices are two other elements).
To put the role of disruptive IT base innovations in perspective, Bruland & Mowery (2005) provide a
critique of frameworks over‐emphasising the importance of allegedly critical technologies, and
remind us of the technology system school:
“…we challenge some of the historical discussions that stress that transformative effect of
‘critical innovations’. Instead, we emphasise the complex multisectoral character of
innovation, and hence the need to take seriously the coexistence of a range of innovation
modes, institutional process, and organisational forms. Our discussion of innovation through
time highlights changes in the structure of the innovation process in successive periods, and
is informed by the innovation system concept.”
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Christensen & Raynor (2002) claim that a general decision for partnering starts with the same
realization as for vertical integration: that digital services become gradually commoditized.
According to them, when communication services are broken down into its IT components, they
could be seen as: connectivity, hosting, storage, applications, and systems integration. At the root of
challenges related to partnering, is that it’s not a strategy, it’s a tool for implementing a strategy,
according to Christensen and Raynor. With whom to partner can only be answered after a strategy
has been devised.
The earlier mentioned dynamic capabilities view by Teece and Pisano connects Lyytinen and Rose’s
definitions in classifying how an organisation can align with an ever changing environment, or
technological system in the view of Hughes. In this view, firm‐specific capabilities are being renewed
and embedded in its processes, market positions, and expansion paths.
Kakihara & Sørensen (2004) provide a useful taxonomy for how mobility could be understood along
three dimensions: locational mobility (geographical movement), operational mobility (capability for
flexible operation), and interactional mobility (intensive and fluid human interaction). From an m‐
commerce perspective locational mobility enables customers to do impulse purchases while on the
move, and access the Internet when they are outside their home or office. Operational mobility
enables customers to save for example receipts and tickets on a mobile phone. Interactional mobility
includes the temporal (time) aspect, which enables a more intensive search and purchase of services
until the last minute.
Services in the new digital economy
Service innovation is a topic of growing concern for researchers and policy makers as services
constitute the larger part of employment and output in most developed economies. The telecom
and media industries are relatively technology intensive and increasingly deploy the Internet when
producing and delivering services (and users increasingly consume over the Internet as well). As we
experience a major overturn of the media industry (Internet based media taking over paper media),
we recognize that generalizations about the nature of services and innovation in services must be
qualified by numerous exceptions. Nevertheless, a set of common features characterize many
services and differentiate them from manufacturing.
To start with, many services products are intangible, and sometimes difficult to protect via patenting.
Services are typically interactive, involving a high level of contact between suppliers and customers
in design, production, delivery, and consumption. Service products are often produced and
consumed in the course of supplier‐client interaction at a particular time and place (“coterminality”).
Innovations may focus on this interaction as well as the conventional product and process
characteristics, and could rely less on technical knowledge and more on social, managerial and
cultural aspects. Some services are delivered electronically, such as most Internet information
services (Miles 2005).
Until the 1980s innovation in services received little attention among researchers and policy makers.
Fast forwarding to 2009, R&D in services made up 24% (up from 19% in 2001) of total R&D spending
in UK businesses (Office of National Statistics 2009). The 2003 analysis of UK’s Department of Trade
and Industry (by Company Reporting Ltd) ranks R&D spending in IT services as fifth largest in
worldwide spending and sixth largest in the UK. British Telecom is the fifth largest R&D spender in
the UK, and IT service R&D made up 5% of UK’s total spending (Miles 2005). In 2004 UK ICT
6
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investment accounted for 14 per cent of total UK investment, compared with 13 per cent in 1992
(Office of National Statistics 2006).
Modularisation forms the basis for much service innovation, since decomposition of service
processes and/or products may spur process innovation and the identification of new products and
product combinations. This type of innovation activity does not necessarily rely on R&D investment,
although those sectors where there is much talk of unbundling (telecom and software), there is
much conventional R&D. Therefore service delivery integrates technology (manufacturing)
innovation with service innovation bundling (Miles 2005).
Brynjolfsson (1993) noted how IT has been widely applied across service sectors, to the point where
there is disproportionally more investment in IT from services than from manufacturing. He calls this
the “productivity paradox”. In a way, IT has created an industrial revolution in services according to
Brynjolfsson.
Barras (1986) describes a “reverse product cycle” in technology based innovation, involving three
phases: improved efficiency, improved quality, and new services. This description has spurred
debate on conceptual difficulties such as increased blurring between production and consumption
and to determine when innovation shifts from efficiency enhancement to product innovation.
Christensen & Raynor (2002) claim that market opportunities that are potentially significant to
communications firms in new services are fundamentally products of convergence. That is, they are
the result of recombining components of separate industries into a new value chain, where a new
level of interdependence is created.
As with the economy as a whole, software product firms have seen a steady rise of services as
percentage of their turn‐over. Cusumano & Suarez (2008) show how software firms (standard
industrial classification 7372, excluding videogames firms) saw services surpass 50 percent of
revenues in the early 2000s and have continued to grow since then. They further claim that most of
academic research on platforms has not paid enough attention to services. Rolls Royce is an FTSE
100 instance of a manufacturing firm where servicing engines have surpassed the value of
manufacturing the same.

Platforms in the new digital economy
Evidence from the semiconductor industry suggests that firm resources predict entry into new
subfields. Kim & Kogut (1996) found that firms with previous experience in industry segments that
utilized general purpose “platform technologies” were more likely to enter into new subfields. One
such platform technology is operating systems (OS) in the PC world, which has provided fertile
ground for well‐known platform battles between Microsoft’s Windows and Apple’s Mac. For mobile
phones, a more diverse selection of OS is available to users with Nokia’s Symbian, Google’s Android,
Blackberry’s Blackberry OS, Apple’s iPhone, Microsoft Mobile, and a few Linux based OS.
Baldwin & Woodard (2008) outline the utility of the platform concept in academic research:
“A benefit of viewing platform architectures in a unified way is that theories and
observations of seemingly disparate phenomena in diverse fields can be brought into focus
as part of a coherent whole.”
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They also outline how the concept of platforms has been used in scholarly work since the early
1990s: Product development researchers described products that could be modified by adding,
substituting or removing features. Technology strategists then identified platforms as points of
control in an industry, dealing with issues of platform competition and market leadership (Cusumano
and Selby; Cusumano & Selby 1996; Gawer & Cusumano 2002). Industrial economists then adopted
the platform concept to characterize transactions between two or more groups of agents (Rochet &
Tirole 2003), cross‐subsidising between groups (Parker & van Alstyne 2005), and competitive
dynamics (Evans et al. 2006).
Platform competition
Gawer & Cusumano (2002) point to two fundamental phenomena impacting platform actors: the
increasing interdependency of products and services; and secondly, the increasing ability to innovate
by more actors in the high‐tech world. According to them, it raises amongst others the strategic
question of how to achieve market leadership in platform environments. This challenge is in many
ways different to those faced by companies in the past, according to them.
Platform architecture has roots in engineering design and one example of this is object oriented
programming. In object oriented program languages like Java, reusable classes and objects are
created. In such software design, platforms on a higher abstraction could be seen as generic objects,
visualized in modeling techniques like the unified modeling language (UML). UML visualizations
assist in the design process of software including diagrams depicting use cases, classes, interactions,
states, and sequences (Jacobson et al. 1999) made up of reusable objects. The author will take
notice of this and visually explain relations between platform components, services, and business
models later on in this report.
The architecture behind platforms is described by Tushman & Murmann (1998) as being portioned
into a set of ‘core’ components with low variety and a ‘peripheral’ set of complementary and high
variety components. Baldwin & Woodard (2008) define platforms as long‐lived elements of the
system that establish rules and interfaces for interaction among the different parts. Any platform
system could be divided into three parts:
1) the complements, which exhibit high variety and high rates of change over time;
2) the core components, which remain stable as the complements change;
3) the interfaces, which are the design rules that allow the core and the complements to
operate as one system.
Both the core components and the interfaces are relatively long‐lived, hence part of “the platform”.
The combination of stability and variety in the architecture makes it possible to create novelty
without developing a whole new system from scratch. Thus platform systems are evolvable.
Gawer (2008) suggests that platforms could be divided into three groups: internal, supply chain, and
industry platforms respectively. The expected benefits of product or internal platforms in the
literature are supposed to be fixed costs savings, the ability to produce a large number of variants,
and flexibility in products design. A supply chain platform supports several firms working in a system
towards an end product or service, common in the automotive industry. Industry platforms provide
a foundation for other firms to build their own products or services, as in the case of operating
8
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systems, on top of which application firms can provide and market their own products, rather than
just being part of a chain, as is the case with a supply chain platform.
Firms could be looking to combine new platform technology with complementary asset
appropriation (Teece 1986) and divert interest from the creation of common interests. Once a
platform develops into an industry platform it is not necessarily the technical/design leader who
provides platform leadership in the market, as it could be delegated to one or several other actors .
Parker and van Alstyne (2005) discuss how firms profitably can give away free products. Even in the
absence of competition firms can rationally invest in a product it intends to give away into
perpetuity, due to the low cost of information, and the ability to raise profits on the other side of the
market. They also claim that product coupling across markets can increase consumer welfare even
as it increases firm profits because the firm cannot internalize all benefits from externalities
benefitting consumers.
Ballon & Walravens (2009) define different types of platforms in the mobile service industry
characterized by control over assets and control over customers respectively:

Control over customers

No control over customers

Control over assets

System integrator platform Enabler
platform
(Apple, Ovi, i‐mode, Vodafone (Windows Mobile, Android,
Live)
Brew)

No control over assets

Broker platform (Handango)

Neutral
(LiMo)

platform

Table 1: Platform control over assets and customers (Ballon & Walravens 2009)

They also define “gatekeeping” roles among actors as follows:


Service Creation: Service creation may be browser‐based, or based on platform agnostic
programming languages.



Identity & Profile Management: profile and identity information is gathered by advertisers
and network operators. The network operator could provide access to profile management
components like the user’s location or context information.



Service Provisioning/Brokerage: Aggregators and middle‐men often provide services to end‐
users that originate with a content holder that lacks ability to delivery to a mobile handset.



Charging & Billing: the operator provides a billing component that sometimes is available to
third‐party service providers. For the end user no direct billing relationship is apparent when
services are provided by an advertiser, but quite clear when the operator is charging for
content access.
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Platforms as exchange regimes
When platform owners facilitate service delivery a trade takes place within either a supply chain
and/or a multisided market.
Exchanges of services for a monetary fee, time (advertisements), or other types of payments would
be governed by an agreement and/or contract between a buyer and seller, or with the platform
itself. As explained by Shapiro & Varian (1999), digital services are an experience good and often
consumed by the user immediately or within a limited time. Therefore the content quality cannot
fully be described in the contract due to this interpretive aspect of the service. As Bowles (2004)
describes it “…many of the services or goods involved in the exchange process are inherently difficult
to measure or to describe precisely enough to be written into a contract”. Emile Durkheim observed
that “Not everything in the contract is contractual… the contract is not sufficient in itself but is
possible only thanks to a regulation of the contact, which is social in origin” (Durkheim 1967). In
short one could quote Hobbes who already in 1651 wrote “where there is no trust, there can be no
contract” (Hobbes 1651). A contrast to such incomplete contracts is exchanges of homogenous
commodities (such as oil or specific grades of agricultural products). Complete contracts are possible
in such situations, as a precise specification of the trade could be described in weight, volume, grade,
and delivery terms. With this taxonomy it is apparent that almost all contracts governing the delivery
of a service would to a large degree be incomplete, as quality is in the eye of the beholder.
A mobile service would often consist of at least two components: the intellectual property object,
and the actual delivery of it. The intellectual property object (e.g. music song, video game, TV
programme, or event ticket) could often be specified to the details, but the delivery during the
exchange of such objects (or digital content) and the actual experience of consuming the content
itself would often be impossible to regulate in a contract.
Brown et al. (2004) conclude from market experiments that very different patterns of trading
emerge under complete and incomplete contracting conditions. In brief, incomplete contracting
induced a more intensive contact between buyer and seller focusing on quality, whereas complete
contracts induced a higher degree of one‐shot deals. The experiments suggest that there is a relation
between trust and reciprocity on one hand, and the type of contact on the other. They summarise
their findings in the following:
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Structurre of interacttions

Complete ccontracts

Inco
omplete conntracts

Duration
n

One shot

Con
ntingent reneewal

Offers

Public

Privvate

Price determination

Haggling, ooffers rejecte
ed

Pricce setting by short sider

Traders’’ relationship
ps

Anonymou s

Trust, retaliatio n for cheatin
ng

Market n
networks

Many weakk links

Bilateral tradingg islands

Table 2: C
Complete and
d incomplete contracts; Brrown et al. (20
004) and Bow
wles (2004)

When a pair of organizations and/or indivi duals can en
ngage in mu
utually benefficial trade but have
conflicting interestss over the te
erms of tradde a bargain
ning situatio
on occurs. It is possible that the
will reach an
n agreementt only after ssome costly delay,
d
or indeed fail to reeach any agrreement.
players w
A main focus of an
ny theory off bargaining is on the efficiency
e
and distributioon propertie
es of the
o 2000). If it ddid not mattter when the
e parties agreee, then it would
w
not
outcomee of bargainiing (Muthoo
matter w
whether they agreed at all. Factors affecting fricction in a ba
argaining proocess are im
mpatience
and risk aversion.
The typee of contractt used and the characte ristics of eacch bargaining
g scenario, w
would also affect
a
the
elasticityy and market power on the buy aand sell‐side
e respectively. Hence thhe characteristics of
potentiaal multisided
d markets being created bby the platfo
orm.
In a traditional ad‐based environment Briaa et al. (200
07) visualise
e a sliding reelationship between
e (advertisem
ments):
payments in cash (feees) and time

Figure 4: How viewerss pay for conttent (Bria et aal. 2007)

Followin
ng from the reasoning in previous ssection, an impatient actor could bbe willing to
o pay for
content rather than exposing him
mself to inteerruptions in the service (TV
( program
mme e.g.).
Discriminatory pricin
ng (subsidiess) between tthe supply and
a demand sides of thee platform therefore
t
becomes an importtant part off the architeecture of th
he revenue, i.e. what iss referred to
o as the
“businesss model” in this thesis. As “eyebballs” (advertisements exposure)
e
iss traded for money
(Interneet search and
d TV advertiisements), oor access to a “walled garden” for aapplication providers
p
(consolee gaming, deedicated mobile phone aapplications)), the platforrm facilitatess exchange, not only
deliverin
ng the servicce. When also the social interactionss of contractiing and barggaining relate
ed to the
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platform are taken into account, we can view the role of the platform as an exchange regime, and to
some extent regulating a multi‐sided market, as pointed out by Boudreau & Hagiu (2009). Such an
exchange regime governs the choices for actors being ruled by the platform and therefore the
business models available to them.
Products or platforms in which there is little or no value to the first users due to the existence of
strong direct (for example, telephone) or indirect (complementary products) network effects face a
significant start‐up problem (Economides 1996). According to Funk (2004) the Japanese and to a
lesser extent Korean service providers early on solved the start‐up problem of direct network effects
with entertainment content supported by an micro‐payment system and by custom phones that
enabled content to be displayed in a consistent manner. It could be likened with an exchange (micro
payment system) and standardization (custom phones) that enabled a higher degree of complete
contracts to be entered.
Multi‐sided markets
The concept of multisided‐sided markets is one where a singular or several platforms facilitate
interactions between users on two or multiple sides of a market. It provides a way of analysing
converging markets and several academics discuss competition and mediation between such
markets (Armstrong 2006; Bhargava & Choudhary 2004; Rochet & Tirole 2003). A multi‐sided market
features one or more platforms bringing together two or more groups of consumers that are
independent of each other. This results in indirect externalities in a two‐sided market. Evans (2003)
defines a two‐sided market in the following:
“At any point in time there are a) two distinct groups of customers; b) the value obtained by
one kind of customers increase with the number of the other kind of customers; and c) an
intermediary is necessary for internalizing the externalities created by one group for the
other group”.
Industry dynamics and technical innovation is taken into account by using the concept of platforms
and the economics surrounding platforms. Further, the two‐sided market model provides different
conditions for pricing compared to one‐sided markets, which are an important aspect of business
models available to platform providers. Below are a few examples of two‐sided markets:

Buyers

Platform

Sellers

Gamers

Video game platform

Game developers

Users

Operating systems

Application developers

“eyeballs”

Portals, newspapers, TV

Advertisers

Cardholders

Debit and credit cards

merchants

Table 3: Examples of two‐sided markets
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Not all two‐ or multi‐sided markets are made up by industry platforms, according to Gawer (2008),
who defines an industry platform as inducing innovation. Such industry platforms are building blocks
that act as a foundation upon which other firms can develop complementary products, technologies
or services. Some multisided markets are pure exchanges or trading platforms with a sole purpose of
facilitating transactions without the possibility for other players to innovate on complementary
markets (for example a commodity exchange or stock exchange, where identical assets are traded).
If a firm launches and controls a platform involved in a multi‐sided market, the scope of the platform
is significantly wider since it controls not only pricing, product design and technology, but
interactions that do not happen at the firm’s boundaries.
As a mutual dependency exist between the two markets, a profit optimization would strike a balance
between number of users and price on both sides, where one side could subsidize the other.
Waverman (2008) points out that demand‐side externalities of information economies include the
effect “tipping”. As a provider of technology solutions, a tipping with your own products could mean
significant market power. As prices also don’t need to cover costs in a two‐sided market, tipping
means significant opportunities to subsidise new users, and propel a positive feed‐back effect. The
value per user increases due to application providers joining the bandwagon. Platforms could
therefore be seen as being in constant evolution together with its environment, and lower the cost
of innovation at its periphery.
Boudreau & Hagiu (2009) claim from case studies that firms with platforms connecting multisided
markets serve as rule‐making governance mechanisms and suggest more studies are needed:
“…our findings point to deeper questions necessary for understanding the economics of
non‐price mechanisms used by multi‐sided platforms… The sheer number of and complexity
of instruments being used by platform owners (including investments, technology rules,
information dissemination, contracting choices and pricing) is also clearly an empirical
phenomenon deserving closer attention and clearer explanation”
They also point to important managerial implications as the scope of strategy for platforms is not
limited to pricing, product design and technology “but critically include control over interaction that
do not happen at your firm’s boundaries”. Secondly Boudreau and Hagiu mean that their analysis
“reveals the existence of a wide array of strategic instruments available to implement platform
regulation, including non‐contractual, technological and information design”. Their analysis also
suggests that the consequences of platform regulation develop over time.
Jacobides et al. (2006) and their notion of how firms can control “bottlenecks” determine how value
is distributed. Firms can position themselves to create bottleneck ownership and therefore benefit
and control architectural innovation in an industry. In the larger picture it means that firms could
strategically re‐shape the structure of the sector. The two factors of complementarity and mobility
capture different economic effects: Complementarity influences the size of the value to be
bargained over (some combinations yield higher value, others lower value, depending on their “fit”).
In contrast, mobility influences the bargaining power of the asset holders, and thus the division of
the value: Some assets cannot be replaced whereas other assets can be replaced by numerous
13
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equivalents at negligible cost. The key insight is that while imitation by competitors may reduce
profitability, it also increases the value of the underlying assets (such as the core elements of a
platform). Jacobides et al. (2006) claim that to see how imitation can create value for a platform
owner we have to shift away from a narrow focus on profiting from innovation in terms of operating
results, to a broader consideration of changes in relative prices induced by innovations. In this sense
mobility and complementarity among platform components could be seen to affect the prices
offered in a multi‐sided market.
We will connect the two ideas of platform regulation and compementarity/mobility of its
components later on in this report when discussion policies for the apps economy.

Business models in the new digital economy
Only recently has the study of business models moved beyond popular journalism and general
management education into the realm of serious analysis. In this section we will review the
theoretical underpinnings of business models and integrate the previously reviewed innovation and
platform literature in order to describe how firms through their choices of technology and business
model can affect an industry’s structure.
In this section we do two other things. The first is to provide a new way of thinking about the ways
in which business models can express relationships among firms and show how the interfaces
(commonly expressed in the form of contracts or longstanding trading relations) define such models
beyond the firm. The other is to take this approach and apply the concept to networked relations.
Ballon (2009) supports the view that business models are useful concepts to link technical
architectures of firms to business architectures for analysis at a value network or industry level.
The organisational incentives for spelling out a business model
The inherent value of an innovation remains latent until it is commercialized, and it is crucial for
technology managers to find the “architecture of the revenue” (Chesbrough & Rosenbloom 2002) as
early on in the development process as possible. The concept of the business model has different
definitions and interpretations among business practitioners and researchers. Our view of the
business model starts with an incremental approach to strategy, which connects to evolutionary
economics theory. The business model could be set in contrast to strategy in at least three aspects:
The business model assumes that knowledge is cognitively limited, whereas strategy formation
assumes access to reliable information. The business model focuses more on value for customers,
and less on competitive threats to returns. A business model focuses on value for the business,
whereas strategy focuses more on shareholder and financial value.
The logic of an established and successful business model could also constrain an organisation’s
search for new alternative business models, described in the literature as establishment of a
“dominant logic” (Pralahad & Bettis 1986). Habits of established routines and dominant logic
confines the firm in various ways: local search relying on basic routines, learning processes being
local and path dependent (Nelson & Winter 1982), bounded visions among managers meaning firms
may differ greatly in their perception of new opportunities (Fransman 1990), or innovators losing out
to imitators due to lack of complementary assets (Teece 1986). Established business models become
embedded in the organisation, which is described as the “success breeds failure syndrome”
(Starbuck et al. 1978) that disadvantages established industry leaders when challenged by start‐ups
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with new and transformative technology. It could also affect the firm’s absorptive capacity
negatively (Cohen & Levinthal 1990). Finally, if a company does not have an already sufficiently
developed level of technological knowledge in a specific field, it turns out to be extremely difficult to
absorb newly acquired knowledge into its own technological core.
Legal scholars describe how to control and regulate the Internet against abuse while keeping its
innovative capacities (Lessig 2001; Benkler 2006);others explain business models in terms of “control”
and so‐called control points when describing how firms maximize profits (Trossen & MIT
Communications Futures Program 2005); Jacobides et al. (2006) describe how firms can affect an
industry structure through “bottle neck” ownership.
Stakeholder analysis
The same firm can have multiple business models for different markets or product segments. The
same business model is also part of a network of more or less active stake holders. A summary of
corporate stake holders are summarised below:
COMPETITORS

CUSTOMERS

OFFERING

CUSTOMERS’
CUSTOMERS

INDUSTRY
ORGANISATIONS

GOVERNMENT

REGULATION
ACTIVITIES
ORGANISATION
SUPPLIERS’
SUPPLIERS

UNIONS

ALLIANCE
PARTNERS

SHAREHOLDERS

RESOURCES

FACTOR MARKET

SUPPLIERS

Figure 5: Platform control over assets and customers (Ballon & Walravens 2009)

These stakeholders all belong to the boundary of the firm and its direct business environment. The
stakeholders also create various degrees of institutional influence, which supports the firm but also
limits its manoeuvrability. The stakeholders contribute to the economic competence of the firm, the
ability to identify, expand, and exploit business opportunities. They also contribute to the firm’s
engagement in the search process to increase its fit with the environment.
Changes to the business model can appear in both exogenous and endogenous processes. A likely
assumption is that a resource basis takes more time to change than products and activities for the
firm. Traditional views of a production value chain are increasingly described in terms of “value
network”.
The transferability and compatibility of digital content and digitalizable functionalities enable firms
or divisions within a firm to combine above described stake holder interests. “Converged business
models” could then be launched on the four levels of convergence we consider in this thesis:
technology, product, firm, or industry level. We will see examples of such converged business
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models in the next chapter (offered by Softbank and Vodafone), when firms offer fixed, broadband,
mobile telecom (and even TV) services in combined packages to customers.
Baldwin & Woodard (2009) describe how the platforms spanning several firms raise numerous and
wide‐ranging strategic concerns for firms. At first glance, there are differences between technical
platforms (OS, video games, service delivery platforms) and multisided commercial platforms (credit
cards, dating sites etc), but the overall goal of both types is to induce coordination between two or
more agents through a component or system. Various tensions invariably exist between platform
owners and its users. For internal platforms the threat of a third party entry or customer ownership,
and for external platforms it is disintermediation respectively (competitors copying or cloning the
platform). In order to describe platforms, visual representation is helpful, and layer maps are one
such tool. Layer maps can easily show changes in industry architecture over time and model “co‐
opetition”, the simultaneous existence of competition and complementors in an industry. All models
and simplifications sacrifice some of the intricacies and exceptions of the interfaces between
technologies and organisations, but layer maps are nevertheless a useful tool.
Networked business models
Let us consider business models in relation to the boundaries between firms in value chains part of
networks, and multisided platform markets. First we can differentiate between innovation seen as a
product of in‐house activity and that seen as a feature of interaction. In those industries with the
greatest dependence on research and development such as pharmaceuticals and electronics,
sources of innovation have moved from almost self‐contained and usually secretive R&D activities to
more inter‐connected activities sensitive to a wider range of influences.
Christensen & Raynor (2002) describe how designing and delivering products based on
interdependent interfaces is demanding, especially when a firm is horizontally focused (non‐
integrated), trying to stitch together a system with partner companies. When subsystems and
expertise that partner companies provide are closer to the interdependent architecture, this kind of
partnership is most probably designed to fail. Companies that are integrated across modular
interfaces suffer from inefficiencies that seem inevitably to stem from the heavy hand of
bureaucratic control. Companies that use market mechanisms to transact across an interdependent
interface suffer from the deals engendered by an inability to specify, verify, and predict precisely
what they want from suppliers. Every time something comes back “wrong” from a vendor, the legal
requirements of ascribing blame and allocating costs in a negotiated environment make it difficult to
“get on with it”. Christensen & Raynor (2002) argue that one approach will enjoy structural
advantage, not that alternative approaches won’t be successful. Further, they claim, value chains
move between modular (disruptive technologies driven by complexity) and interdependent
interfaces (innovation and convergence).
Ford et al. (2006) claim new technologies affect coordination in their potential for disintermediation
(create direct linking of actors) and re‐intermediation (create new nodes of interaction actors). The
general value provided through improved coordination can be broken down into elements of:
matching, aggregation, integration, and creativity. For a firm to successfully innovate and be
competitive in a networked market, its ability to adapt to the changing environment and absorb
diffusing information is crucial. Cohen & Levinthal (1990) argue in their famous article on absorptive
capacity that
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“…outside sources of knowledge are often critical to the innovation process, whatever the
organisational level at which the innovating unit is defined… prior related knowledge confers
an ability to recognise the value of new information, assimilate it, and apply it to commercial
ends. These abilities collectively constitute what we call a firm’s ‘absorptive capacity’”.
Type of collaboration

Typical duration

Advantages (rationale)

Disadvantages
(transaction costs)

Subcontract

Short tem

Cost and risk reduction,

Search costs,

Reduced lead time

Product performance &
quality
Contract
cost
constraints

Cross‐licensing

Fixed term

Technology Acquisition

Consortia

Medium term

Expertise,
funding

Strategic alliance

Flexible

Low
commitment,
access

Joint venture

Network

standards,

and

share

Knowledge
leakage,
subsequent
differentiation

market

Potential
lock‐in,
knowledge leakage

Long term

Complementary
know‐how,
dedicated management

Strategic drift, cultural
mismatch

Long term

Dynamic, learning potential

Static inefficiencies

Table 4: Types of collaboration between firms (Tidd et al., 1997)

They identify two dimensions which affect companies’ attitudes towards technology acquisition: the
characteristics of the technology and the organisation’s “inheritance”. The relevant characteristics of
the technology include:


Competitive significance of the technology



Complexity of the technology



Codifiability, or how easily the technology is encoded



Credibility potential, or political profile of the technology

Codifiability can be compared to Christensen et al.’s notion of “structured dialogue”, a condition for
markets to be the most efficient coordination mechanism between firms.

Mobile service platform innovation
If we choose mobile service platforms as the unit of study we could map how markets of users and
applications are connected featuring new economic models. One recalls the mobile internet boom in
2000 when the majority of firms were small or micro before being acquired by larger firms. Often
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they exploit technological or commercial opportunities that more established firms have neglected
or not yet explored. Disruptive innovation taking place in mobility systems are closely followed by
large firms.
The development of service delivery platforms for the mobile Internet could be described in phases
(Hughes 1983): Firstly the invention of isolated systems with no external access to service
development; then development of internal platforms that had point solutions, but still high
investment and running costs; then the innovation phase where service delivery platforms became
commercially available and featured service abstraction through open APIs enabling third party
integration; then a technology transfer when the first supply chain platforms were deployed for
multiple media channels (not only mobile contents); a further growth and consolidation phase
followed where supply chain platforms coordinated service management functions in media firms
including such features as digital rights management, security, and user policy (Informa Telecom
2005). Proprietary standards and walled gardens such as i‐mode in Japan and eventually Vodafone
Live in the UK became influential during the invention and development phases. This evolution of
mobile service delivery platforms, is pictured below (where the Japanese technology system were in
an international growth phase by 2003, and the European technology system developed slower):

invention

Japan

development
innovation transfer

growth

Europe
invention

No external
access to
service
development

1999

development

Point solutions:
High opex and
capex

2000

2001

innovation

transfer

Service
abstraction
with open
APIs

2002

2003

2004

growth

Supply chain platform:
QoS, DRM, security, privacy,
CRM

2005

2006

2007

2008

Figure 6: Evolution of the service delivery technology system in Japan and UK 1999 onwards (Karrberg 2011)

The use of smartphone applications is likely to be significantly different depending upon factors
including the size of firms, the style of work and the cost of performing particular tasks. When data is
collected for real‐time usage a simplified and generic view of the resulting delivery mechanism could
be pictured as functions (built up from technology components) below:
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Data
collection

Data
aggregation

Service
Delivery

Billing
Generation

Profiling

Portal /Platform
Management

Service
Approval
& Regulation

Figure 7: Real‐time data service delivery components

Data collection: The usage of sensors, metering, individual input, or other methods of gathering
primary data from users
Data aggregation: Aggregation, pre‐formatting and storage of data for the purpose of service
delivery
Service delivery: To deliver services in real‐time or delayed in the right format to multiple devices.
Billing mediation: Charge customers for consumption of services according to regulations and
purchase event (or deduct points if virtual currencies are used)
Profiling: Usage patterns of individuals or groups of users are analysed as profiles. These users can
later be offered loyalty points or targeted offers.
Portal/Platform management: To present an attractive portal where users consume and access
services. Deployment of search engines displaying the portal’s content in a compelling way.
Service approval and regulation: Approval process and guidelines for services and data before going
live in private and public channels.
One or more of the functions above could be combined into a real‐time platform. Therefore we
could speak of innovation taking place at least on three different levels:




Incremental innovation: Improving the ability of a particular function by inventing new
components in the underlying technology (faster response time for billing, more accuracy in
the profiling, more economic performance, etc)
Modular innovation: Inventing a new type of module replacing a previous function (e.g. a
new billing mechanism, or a new method for aggregating data), that still fits with the
surrounding architecture
Disruptive innovation: Inventing a new type of disruptive module that does not fit with
existing ones and potentially change the interaction of actors in the value‐chain.

So far we have discussed how functional components make up platforms and how different types of
innovation contribute to platform evolution. Apps platforms could be divided into at least three
groups: internal, supply chain, and industry platforms respectively (Gawer 2008).
We herbey introduce a new type of platform: “exchange platforms”.
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The expected benefits of internal platforms are supposed to be fixed costs savings, the ability to
produce a large number of variants, and flexibility in product design. A supply chain platform
supports several firms working in a system towards an end product or service. An exchange platform
could switch cash, user data and advertisement at almost negligible switching costs.

Electricity

Transport

Water

System boundary
of the platform
exchange
Arrows denote
flows of data,
fees, and ads

Platform

Circles represent
“industries” and
respective
regulation
City data

Telecom

Figure 8: Real‐time data platform for transport and utility services

If we view apple’s iOS as such an exchange platform it interconnects users with a multi‐sided market
of apps from the music, gaming, ticketing, and TV industry through its appstore. The platform
collects cash, user information, and in return provides advertisement and delivers content. In sense
i‐mode or Apples app‐store would be both an industry platform and an exchange platform. However,
we can assume that in industries with little standard platforms, many exchange platforms would not
be industry platforms, yet connecting several supply‐chain platforms. Delivery platforms connecting
apps from different industries could be seen as achieving the status of such an exchange (of cash,
ads, and user data). It features almost negligible switching costs and high complementary value
between its architectural components.

Real‐time data as new economic input
A saturating market trend for traditional mobile access drives the industry towards innovating and
supporting “apps” also for monitoring various consumption patterns, including utilities, such as
electricity, water, and heat. Innovative smartphone applications have become mass market products
and most users understand that data for these services are stored in the cloud. Awareness and skills
related to privacy and security has become an important driver for new service development.
Connected smart phones provide portable music, games, banking, and various utility and transport
applications that attract an increasingly large group of developers targeting new operating systems
and platforms.
The profiling of customers and usage of social networks in order to provide offers to the right
customers means that data about users becomes an important asset for firms selling and delivering
services online. The time left to a music concert e.g. has a direct impact on the price of a ticket, so
being able to reach out to the relevant audience, and having access to their contact details is crucial.
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In the same way, the value of real‐time information from utility services, such as smart grids, other
utility usage, or transport information often decreases with time for users. In order to get accurate
data at the right time, users are therefore willing to provide more personal information about
themselves, travel patterns, or other potentially sensitive information.
Therefore, we can model data as an input factor for service production where the life of data often
starts as real‐time data gradually being refined into an information product as pictured below:
Real‐time data

Raw Data

Info component

Info product

Public transport
Utility consumption
Event tickets

Date/time
When/how much
When/how much

Travel from A to B
Optimal time for usage
Ticket delivered to mobile

Improved decision making
Higher resource efficiency
Market making

Table 5: A view of how real‐time data is gradually transformed into products

For mobile applications the handling of user and transaction data has come under scrutiny from
privacy advocates, with various degrees of industry responses mirroring what was seen as best
practice by respective regulator. In Japan the Privacy Mark (P‐Mark) was introduced as a conditional
gateway for service providers to pass if they stored user data on their servers before such issues
were a real issue in Europe. In the UK self‐regulation was promoted by Ofcom, whereas Germany
regulated more strictly on storage of data in particular telecom regulation (source). The international
nature of the UK content provisioning meant that much of user data was stored outside its borders
anyway, and a legal grey zone occurred. Therefore regulators enforced self‐regulation to influence
network operators in developing policies to protect its customers, including child protection and
under‐18 rules. The limited ability of advanced browser capability kept mobile phones from
transmitting much information about the user at the outset (Karrberg 2011), but that has changed
with the advent of GPS and network triangulation as input to apps.

The case of mobile ticketing commerce
Europe saw early success with mobile micro payments for parking tickets in Europe, whereas concert
ticket sales were the most successful application of shopping on the early mobile Internet in Japan
(Funk 2001). Growth in ticketed events has been strong the last decade in the UK while sales of
recorded music have decreased. Few things excite users as much as their favourite artists and often
users go to lengths to secure concert tickets. Therefore live event ticketing could be seen as a lead
application in order to introduce users to buy tickets with their mobile phone1.

1

Tsutaya, interview, Nov 2007
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Figure 9: Internet browsing, apps, and m‐commerce with smart‐phones Q1 2012 (Google)

The main conundrum for venues is that very few ever sell more than 60‐75% of available tickets,
resulting in huge so called “distressed inventories” for the event industry. Well known concert halls
outside London often have average seat occupancy levels as low as 50% (Karrberg 2011). The move
into using the mobile phone as a payment mechanism for physical goods, such as tickets, was early
on embraced by DoCoMo in Japan. Mr Enoki, managing director explained (Bradley et al. 2005):
“A mobile phone is something that is always with the user. Some people here say that the
mobile phone can become “lifestyle infrastructure.” I like to think of the phone like a TV
remote control for all the transactions in our daily lives—paying a taxi fare, boarding a plane,
pulling up personal files on a conference room PC when you enter—you name it.”
A lack of payment capability over phone meant that in 2011 a very small amount of tickets in Europe
were purchased via mobile phones, but in 2013 has increased with all major airlines e.g. offering the
payment and storage of electronic tickets on the device.
The UK is the largest event ticket market in Europe, and the second largest live event market in the
world after the US. Ticketing sales is the top of the iceberg in terms of estimating the value of the
entertainment sector as sponsors, advertisers, merchandise, food and drinks must be included in the
total business value of events. However, event ticketing sales relies on promotions and the ability to
be flexible for organisers. As Mintel analyst Michael Oliver says (2012)2:

In
“Music
Concerts
and
Festivals
http://oxygen.mintel.com/display/590295/
2

–

UK‐

Aug

2012,

Mintel,

URL:
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“There still remains a disconnect between the promoters and fans and putting on live music
continues to be a very entrepreneurial activity where instinct, experience and gut feeling
guides promoters in deciding what acts to put on and where”
Using mobility for ticketing doesn’t come without a price for those who offer it: increasing demands
from users for convenient purchasing and delivery are combined with higher expectations of
interactivity. This challenges the position of traditional distributors in event ticketing and opens up
for new competition from mobile carriers and on‐line data base owners.
Stakeholders such as mobile operators have associated and sponsored music events since long. In
the UK, the operator O2 Telefonica has even acquired the former Millennium Dome and renamed it
the O2 Arena. Advantages of using mobile phones as sales channel include: high penetration and the
immediacy of motivating people to make spontaneous decisions through discounted prices.
Event tickets are traditionally sold either through pre‐ordering of tickets, direct sales over the web or
ticket offices. Pre‐order sales generate commission and total demand of the event can be estimated
among primary ticket sellers by comparing with previous events in the database.

Event
(Content
Ownership)

Promotion
(Content
Aggregation)

Ticket Delivery
(Service Delivery)

Billing
Clearing

Marketing Content
(Portal
Appoval
/
Managem
)
client DB access

Figure 10: Ticket delivery value chain

Web ticket issuers offer an information service with notifications to users of future events, often
free of charge. Members log into these services with their mobile phone number, email address or
other user name. The information service from ticket providers could include e‐mail magazines
issued according to the entertainment genre, customized mail to registered members and single
event requests. For large ticket providers these two information services drive tens of millions of
emails a month by each the top tier ticket sellers3 in Japan and the UK. In summary, tickets are
picked up by the customer in a convenience store, printed at home (or delivered as barcode to the
phone), delivered to the home, or picked up at the box office. Let us visualize above description of
the ticket value chain, a modification of figure x above:

3

Interview e‐plus, Feb 2008
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Figure 11: Technology choices for ticket delivery (desktop and mobile)

It is quite clear from above picture of the technology choices that in order to deliver tickets to an
app involves much coordination if the value chain is made up of multiple firms.
The profiling of customers and usage of social networks in order to provide offers to the right
customers means that data about users becomes an important asset for firms selling and delivering
event tickets. The time left to an event has a direct impact on the price, so being able to reach out to
the relevant audience, and having access to their contact details is crucial (Karrberg 2011).

Time‐critical data for transport and utilities
Users are becoming increasingly aware of how their search and application data are being stored
and used in order for firms to expose them to advertisements. Some users are keen to have access
to more extensive services, and some user groups are increasingly demanding a certain amount of
control over how data is processed in return. Storage and handling of data is affected by the
increasing usage of outsourcing, virtualization and cloud computing.
We can connect the process of how big data is transformed into product offerings from our cases
and interviews. This refinement of data s is often done by firms utilising delivery platforms, where
parts of it (such as aggregation or profiling) is done by third parties. The flow starts with the
collection of real‐time data that gets aggregated into raw data, then analysed and presented to
users as an information component and finally a product that can be charged and marketed. We can
link this to the architecture of the underlying platform, as introduced earlier in the report 4:

4

inspired by LSE workshop 3rd July
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Figure 12: Making information products from real‐time data with the help of delivery platforms

Resulting information products from big data can focus on one or many of the following: places,
people, things, and timely information.

Various firms in London access real‐time traffic information from Transport for London. The Greater
London Authority [GLA] is a pioneer in releasing data in open format to generate new services and
software applications for citizens. A milestone has been the creation of The London Datastore in
January 20105. Now other firms offer information products from unification of timetable, live
departure and disruption information for rail, metro, bus and other services. The data is in open
format, which means it is machine readable and accessible to everyone for free. Services provided
by commercial firms include:





5

API development services, or ‘cash and carry’ service: providing application programming
interfaces (APIs) that make a given data set available to developers to integrate in their
applications that can be later reach consumers; It is an aggregation and analytics service
for UK public transport, designed to offer users, developers and operators access to
transport data‐as‐a‐service (DaaS). The Transport API could include timetables, routes,
live running and performance history that have been unified into a single API format.
Consumer web applications that provides travel information for the whole country. Local
authorities buy the app as a ‘white label composition’ and add their own branding. It is
often free to the end user.

http://data.london.gov.uk/
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One such app is “Chromorama”, a game launched in 2010 that uses the timestamped swipes in/out
of London Underground stations, available through the GLA London Datastore.
Another case of transforming real‐time data into commercial products is driven by the interest for
smart grid applications on the Swedish island of Gotland. The project has signed up 1200
households for its autumn 2013 launch. The core purpose is to make households aware of their
consumption and make them consume electricity when wind power is generated. Gotland Energy’s
project manager (2013):
”…We want to change the consumption to when electricity is available on the grid. On
Gotland we have 30% of our energy from wind power, so when the wind blows, there is
electricity. The challenge with renewable energy is to steer usage towards those times when
it’s generated. Smart equipment is deployed to steer, and it is important to have critical
volumes of electricity, to utilise the swings we see in spot electricity prices (refer real‐time
pricing contracts). It is generally cheaper during nights, more expensive during morning,
lunch, and early evenings. Part of the purpose is to “educate” users about these patterns so
they can adapt the timing of their consumption…”
It is easy to imagine that mobile apps will be the only way for users to monitor real‐time prices in a
convenient way. Real‐time metering has also become mainstream part of modern building
automation. The main challenge might not be technical but how to coordinate installation in
multiple buildings in order to get critical mass. Some conclusions from the company KTC in Sweden
on the building automation market (forthcoming case study) include:
‐

‐

Funds for smart sensoring is decreasing in some public housing projects, as benefits are
difficult to measure. A lot of the initial IT hardware that went into eco districts 10 years ago
have actually been removed again to save cost
With the distribution of computing power and mobile phones, there is less of need to
hardwire smart metering and more important how the sensor data can be collected in an
economical way.

To broadcast signals to mobile phones via a mobile service delivery platform in the cloud decreases
costs compared to installing hardware in each apartment.
London is focusing on sharing transport data and companies can build businesses around it. Often
third party service providers offer profiling services in order to analyse customer data (such as the
firm Dunnhumby in the UK supporting the Tesco Card loyalty programme6). Benefits offered by such
third parties to utilities or cities owning the data could be one or several of the following:


Member benefit: Provides database members with tangible benefits at no cost to the
database owner

6



Churn reduction: Greater loyalty is likely if tangible benefits are offered



New revenue stream: Could provide a new revenue stream based on affiliated sales



Low capex: Increased service levels at low cost provided by the service firm

http://www.dunnhumby.com
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Automated process: Once the database fields are correctly tagged it is an on‐going
automatic process requiring no manual input

It is clear from our cases of event ticketing and transport/utility services that service strategies for
apps have at least the following layers: technical architectures to innovate with, positioning within
the value chain, and how to price data and the end product.

The apps economy
Smartphone services can be considered a lead indicator for investments and innovation in the
telecom industry overall. As smartphone services are integrated for social networking services
among users, the sector is also a lead indicator of the effects of privacy and security on cloud
computing, given that most apps are hosted and maintained in the cloud. Users have low switching
costs between devices and applications and therefore provide a fast‐moving environment with space
for new firms. The information and communication sector contributes some 4.5% to European gross
value‐add in 2011 and is an important high‐tech employer.
Smartphone users dominate the non‐messaging data revenues collected by mobile telecom
operators. This market is expanding in all advanced and many developing economies and the
youthfulness of the industry and its dynamic growth makes it a ready user also of cloud services.
Juniper Research estimates the mobile cloud market, which we believe comprises most of the apps,
is of similar size in Western Europe and North America, whereas the enterprise cloud‐based market
for smartphone applications in Western Europe was estimated to be 50% larger than North America
in 2011. This points to the relatively large size of the European smartphone market but for PC cloud
applications it was estimated that more than 50% of the world market was in North America (IDC,
2011).
The growth and dynamism of the apps sector is demonstrated in various surveys that show that
young people often rank access to mobile services to be more important to them than cars or
clothes. Mobile applications provide these young people with new skills to communicate and keep in
touch with friends and colleagues. A growing portion of hardware spending is migrating from
stationary PCs to laptops and smart phones.
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Figure 13: Mobile telephone service expenditure as share of total telecom expenditure, UK (OECD 2013)

Ubiquitous email and Internet access have therefore spurred sales of telecommunications services
and driven consolidation among service delivery and payment providers. A saturating market trend
for traditional mobile access drives the industry towards innovating and supporting “apps”.
Innovative smartphone applications have become mass market products and users understand that
data for these services are stored in the cloud. Awareness and skills related to privacy and security
have become an important driver for new service development.
In previous studies we have focused on the economic effects of smartphone and cloud services
within developed economics such as the United States, the United Kingdom, Germany, and Italy. We
have also studied the emerging market of Turkey (Liebenau et al 2012). The economic effects of
cloud computing on mobile applications are amongst others: by providing mass access to expensive
computing power and software, high capacity data storage and analysis, advanced infrastructure
and other services, cloud providers can lower entry barriers to advanced ICT for app providers,
whether small businesses, huge enterprises, educational and research establishments, or even
individuals. The consequences are likely to be increased productivity, new ways of dealing with data
as input factor for economic activity, and improved business practices.
The app market is a good example of how cloud provides the double benefits of increased
productivity and the ability to offer new services. The effects of increased productivity are integrated
in estimates of growth in the app economy provided by Liebenau et al (2011). Regarding new
services, significant revenues are generated by fees from mobile data (for 2010 we estimate close to
£1.8bn in non‐messaging data in the UK) and they are driving investments in mobile infrastructure.
Mobile operators are increasingly also leveraging their own server infrastructure and billing relations
to launch proprietary cloud solutions for both the enterprise and consumer market. Both broadband
and mobile operators reportedly plan the launch of applications and services that utilise resources in
the underlying infrastructure in order to compete with platforms players, such as Google, Microsoft,
Spotify and others.
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Quantifying the apps economy
The first challenge is to identify players providing app platforms and services as we did in the
previous section. The next challenge is to estimate the size of an emerging industry where we have a
lack of readily available macro‐economic indicators.
As with computer and software services in general, a mix of industrial categories [SICs] needs to be
considered when creating the compound economic statistics. However, the benefits of relatively
transparent corporate reporting, the fact that most of the traffic is carried by a limited number of
mobile network operators, and our detailed knowledge of the sector provide us with the necessary
tools for economic estimates (Karrberg & Liebenau, forthcoming). New jobs in this sector are mostly
in the higher wage brackets.

The job categories included in the category of ICT‐skilled employment is defined by OECD in the
following:

Figure 14: OECD ICT Outlook 2010
Smartphones services have did until a couple of years ago not provide full mobility of enterprise and
productivity applications with the exception of email. However, we expect cloud implementations to
remove many of these boundaries unleashing a productivity increase as a subset of dynamics similar
to that described by Waverman et al. (2001), who estimate that a 10% increase in smartphone
penetration supports a 0.5% GDP increase in developed economies. In the model by
Liebenau/Karrberg (2012) we have three revenue streams creating employment in smartphone
services:
1. Application development and distribution (enterprise and consumer applications)
2. Internet advertisement driven by mobile usage
3. Data traffic in operator networks (cloud infrastructures among operators)
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Figure 15: Break‐down of smart phone spending to salary components

An explanation to the figure above: Applications have been broken down into data charges,
advertisement, and subscription revenues. This can be further connected to job descriptions with
direct ties to SIC level (standard industrial classification). With salary data (from Office of National
Statistics ASHE data) we can estimate direct employment effects7.
Liebenau & Karrberg (2012) has estimated data for the United Kingdom on staff costs for data
centres compared to other components. Staff costs are lower but electricity costs higher for cloud
data centres in the UK compared to the US.

7

From previous research with ITIF in the US, the salary proportion of industry turn‐over was estimated
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Datacentre cost break‐down
Public
Cloud

Private
cloud

Internal
Data
Centre

Facilities/Infrastructure

29.9%

22.4%

16.1%

IT Hardware (annualised)

43.2%

32.3%

23.3%

Software

0.0%

2.9%

2.6%

Electricity costs

15.5%

17.6%

24.9%

Network fees

1.9%

1.4%

1.0%

Property taxes

2.7%

2.0%

1.5%

Staff

6.8%

21.3%

30.7%

IT administrators

1.8%

17.5%

28.0%

Facilities site management

1.9%

1.5%

1.1%

Maintenance

1.0%

0.8%

0.5%

Janitorial & landscaping

0.6%

0.5%

0.3%

Security

1.4%

1.1%

0.8%

Unit costs (per M $)

Table 6: Estimations for cost components in cloud data centres (Liebenau/Karrberg 2012)

British firms’ investment in cloud computing was around £2 billion (5% of total IT spending) in 2010
and is likely to rise to £5 billion by 2013, or 10% of total spending on information technology (IDC
2009). This has strengthened UK firms in their efforts to access quality storage and delivery
mechanisms for their apps. Spending on IT differs from sector to sector, and spending by small firms
everywhere is disproportionately smaller in aggregate. Nevertheless, total cloud spending is likely to
rise from around 1% of total industrial investment in 2010 to over 1.5% in 2015, when overall ICT
investment is estimated to account for 14% of total UK investment.8
Our initial modelling addresses cloud implementations among operators due to increased
smartphone data traffic. It has larger impact on employment than the application providers
themselves and Internet advertisement, due to higher revenue. However, for start‐ups and SMEs
clearly the first group has highest potential. Internet advertising is dominated by Google and other
search engine firms.

http://www.statistics.gov.uk/cci/nugget.asp?id=1714) The CEBR, 2010 report (p. 40) starts with Etro’s
model for business creation to estimate rising spending.
The UK's electronic communications sector contributes around 2.3% of gross domestic product (GDP) with an
industry turnover of £38.8 billion in 2007 (CMA). The mobile operator contribution to GDP of €138 billion, or
1%
of
total
European
Economic
Area
GDP,
(AT
Kearney,
Mobile
Observatory,
2009).http://www.thecma.com/press_policy/CMA_Communications_Manifesto/
8
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UK

2010

2014

Smartphone service turn‐over

£1.6bn
($2.5bn)
£1.5bn
£47m
£2.8m
£2.2m
£26m
900

£3.9bn ($6.1bn)

Data revenues (non‐messaging)
£3.3bn
Enterprise Applications
£235m
Consumer Applications (subs)
£73m
Consumer Apps (advertisement)
£21m
Mobile Search (advertisement)
£236m
Total induced, indirect, and direct IT jobs
4,040
SME Cloud spending as share of
Public
cloud: 57%
63%
Private cloud:
27%
33%
Table 7: Estimated turn‐over in the UK apps industry. Source: Juniper Research, AT Kearney, HSBC, IDC,
Corporate reports (2011), in Liebenau, Karrberg et. al (2012)

Employment effects in the app economy
The IT market as a whole in Western Europe will drive the formation of 17,336 new IT businesses
and 157,200 new small and medium sized business across all sectors (23,900 and 73,100 respectively
in North America) and create 523,300 new IT jobs (1,785,600 in North America) between 2010 and
2015 according to esimations from IDC (Oct 2011). In the same data, IDC estimates 42% of IT
employment will be software‐related. In the software sector two thirds of employees work in large
firms, but smartphone applications and related creative services (such as mobile advertisement) are
areas with a high start‐up ratio and SME activity. This is partly due to low entry barriers to launching
new products.
The approach of Liebenau et al (2012, forthcoming) is to structure the problem of estimating the
cloud and app industry from the bottom up, taking into account how particular, relevant tasks are
performed by particular types of firms, which jobs will likely be displaced by firms divesting in capital
equipment and which will be created by shifted responsibilities and new opportunities for spending.
As these effects are highly localized, the growth rates of the sectors studied within their national
contexts are especially pertinent. Underlying our analysis is an approach that takes into

account not only the direct effects of cloud spending and mobile applications, but also the
indirect and induced employment impacts.
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Direct effects include a labour component: jobs are created as additional frontline staff is hired to
install cloud applications and infrastructure, and to fill other functions ranging from managers to
customer service representatives. The labour component of direct cloud spending among firms
varies from a small percentage for public cloud implementations up to well over 50% in specialist in‐
house data centres (further detailed in section 5 of this report). Indirect jobs are those created to
supply materials and other inputs to production. These include, for example, software, switches,
fibre optic cable, steel and concrete. Induced jobs are those created by newly employed workers
spending their salary, creating jobs in establishments such as restaurants and retail stores. Induced
jobs are created when indirect employed spend their salaries.
The literature on the calculation of Keynesian multipliers traces back to Richard Kahn’s (1931) on his
employment multiplier for government expenditure, Leontief (1941) who developed a set of
national‐level multipliers, Isard (1951) who then applied input‐output analysis to a regional economy,
and Hall (2009) who discusses the way that behavioral assumptions about employment and
spending affect econometrically estimated Keynesian multipliers..
Frederico Etro’s (2010) approach is to interpret the utility of cloud services in terms of an element of
a production function and then calculating the systemic effects across a large number of sectors. He
accounts for cloud computing as a general purpose technology and estimates possible impact on
industry structure (small versus large firms) labour markets, and productivity.
We argue that private investments in cloud computing are small enough that they do not affect the
overall financial systems of the economy. Therefore the short‐term effects of increased investments
in cloud computing could be calculated with input‐output analysis, whereas long‐term effects would
mainly consist of increased productivity effects. Guest and Makin (2011) provide a sceptic view of
the long‐term effects of government induced spending due to lower future private investment,
household consumption, exchange rates, and labour supply. As our study focus on private
investments rather than major government spending we consider these negative effects to be small
or neglible.
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The magnitude of local multipliers is important for regional economic development policies even if
the effects are not fully understood. However, every job in a high technology industry seem to
generate significant amount of jobs in the non‐traded sector too (Moretti & Thulin 2013).
Governments spend considerable amounts of taxpayer money on incentives to attract new
businesses to their jurisdictions. Such policy options is a topic for future research.
These effects will differ according to other criteria, also, including the capabilities of particular firms
and their current level of capital investment in IT, industry practices regarding replacement cycles,
and the distribution of firms by size throughout the supply chain. The US is a first mover in cloud
services (that support apps) with relatively lower electricity costs, and less labour market regulation
than Europe. Liebenau et al (2012) therefore expect US firms to continue lead over its European
counterparts through to at least 2014. Combined with higher cloud utilization rates than elsewhere
this results in more jobs being created in the US from mobile apps.

Policies for the apps economy
New mobile apps have had a significant effect on employment in first‐mover markets such as Japan
and Korea since 2001 onwards. With the advent of modern smartphones enabling hassle‐free
internet access since the launch of Apple and Android phones, Europe has seen the same
development, only later. Consumption patterns among young consumers have changed significantly
and apps start to have a direct impact on the economy.
Pricing of energy and the opportunity to affect pricing through the encouragement of green energy
policies or other incentive mechanisms, can make a major difference in a country’s ability to attract
investment in data centres, a core part of the app infrastructure. We believe that if Europe can
become more attractive than it currently is for public cloud investment then the proportion of skilled
cloud jobs created in the US will not be at the current high level of expense of European firms.
Access to telecom services is highly regulated and politically charged both in the US and Europe.
However, there are not many strict regulations on the application layer of smartphone services,
which is seen by many as a major reason for its boom during the last decade. Smartphone services
challenge traditional thinking in the silo structures typically applied by regulators, making the sector
a lead indicator also of evolving regulatory change. Privacy is an area of regulatory concern due to
the abundance of personal information that could be collected from smartphone service users. In
the UK and the US, privacy and data protection are dealt with in the general legislation, whereas in
Germany the telecom operators are covered by specific regulations on data handled by them. It is
not yet clear how such differences in regulation could affect the marketing of mobile apps.
Software providers also set their hope also in apps and the cloud in general as a way of decreasing
piracy. A related example that could inspire the industry comes from music consumption in Britain.
Downloading practices have seemingly moved away from file sharing to streaming services such as
YouTube and Spotify to take advantage of the increased convenience. Less than a third of teenagers
were illegally downloading music in a January 2009 survey, when 26% of 14 to 18 year olds admitted
9
file sharing at least once a month, compared with 42% in December 2007 . Apps clearly provide
9

http://www.guardian.co.uk/music/2009/jul/12/music-industry-illegal-downloading-streaming
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drives new consumption patterns, enabling the creation of innovative new firms to find a market for
their services. Considering that Europe does not have the same dominant position in IP networks it
has been used to within telecoms (see figure below), new IP services are important to spur
innovation.

Table 8: The largest IP networks in the world (OECD 2013)

For policy development a deeper understanding of how apps delivery platforms connect markets for
software development and cloud infrastructures should be a priority for proactive policy makers.
The apps economy features low switching costs between mobile devices and low entry barriers for
small firms utilising cloud computing. This provides a dynamic and growing market place which
contrasts with many other industries in the current economic climate. As shown in the literature
review we can view platforms in at least two ways:




Firstly “supply‐chain” platforms (linear) where architectural components gradually refine
and deliver the content to user devices. This would be applicable to a specific platform
delivering e.g. mobile games to users over a desktop website. A platform where
architectural components are easily exchangeable would increase the chance of modular
innovation and therefore adaptation of delivery to a changing market (in terms of devices,
networks, and user preferences).
The second perspective of platforms, as laid out in the literature review is to view them as
an “exchange” that connects apps from multiple industries. It features negligible switching
costs and high complementary value among platform components.
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Figure 16: Figure 2: Mobile platform viewed as an exchange

In this sense we could analyse platforms as a supply‐chain for a particular product, or as an
“exchange” when it connects several industries.

Further research and publications
There are three strands of research the author has previously been engaged in and plan to expand
from this report, generously sponsored by NEMODE:




Quantifying the apps economy
Apps business model innovation with real‐time data
Policies for the apps economy

Methods for modelling the apps economy
While there have been many marketing and consulting reports on cloud computing, opinion surveys
and even government‐sponsored studies about the transition to cloud services, very few rigorous
analysts have addressed the problem.10
Some of the key economic features of cloud effects have not been taken seriously enough when
quantifying the apps economy. For example, the opportunity to move from capital expenditure to
operating expenditures holds considerable implications for accounting and investment practices,
taxation and the practices used to manage assets. Much of the analysis have been focused on the
technology effects of utilising cloud infrastructures for app development. The shift of work within
firms from systems maintenance to higher level tasks holds implications for the labour market both
in terms of displaced employees and skills demands. The opportunities to exploit services
worldwide to achieve low prices challenges laws and practices about data handling that will
increasingly affect the future of smartphone usage.
10 The notable exception is Frederico Etro, F. Etro, 2009. "The Economic Impact of Cloud Computing on Business Creation,
Employment and Output in Europe. An application of the Endogenous Market Structures Approach to a GPT innovation,"
Review of Business and Economic Literature, vol. page 179‐209.
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The biggest challenge is to attempt estimating the productivity effects for firms utilising apps. This
type of research must involve extensive qualitative work, but some reference studies have been
carried out by the LSE team under Dr Jonathan Liebenau (Dell studies).
A forthcoming paper will present the first effort to construct a dynamic model that accounts, in
detail, for the likely impact of smart phone apps on the economy. This paper will also outline a
method for quantifying how spending on cloud smartphone apps can be divided into areas of IT
support services, hardware, utilities, software, and real estate. The model further predicts how such
spending results in employment and trade related effects.

Business model innovation with real‐time data
The problem facing consumers is summarised in a UK impact assessment of smart metering from
2008 (BERR 2008):
“The lack of accurate, timely information on energy consumption may prevent consumers
from taking informed decisions on energy usage to reduce consumption and thereby bills
and carbon emissions.”
The availability of new data sets that are reusable and reprogrammable (e.g. transport data) has
allowed for new commercial products. These third party applications come from both established
firms and independent software developers, entrepreneurs and small and medium‐sized enterprises.
The newcomers challenge legacy data systems and often move swiftly in bringing new use and
analytical methods to urban data. The challenge for innovative firms is to control enough of
platform components in order to create value in the value chain.
Different business models and strategies for service providers could be defined in terms of how
much control over assets and customers they provide. We recall that a firm can position itself into
different “gatekeeping” roles (Ballon & Walravens 2009):


Service Creation: Service creation may be browser‐based, or apps using data from an
aggregator.



Identity & Profile Management: profile and identity information is gathered by advertisers,
utility firms, and other service providers. A mobile application provider could provide access
to profile management components like the user’s location or context information.



Service Provisioning/Brokerage: Aggregators and middle‐men often provide services to end‐
users but often need a broker with a distribution network.



Charging & Billing: Utility firms and mobile operators are among the few organisations that
often have ubiquitous access to users but it could potentially be credit card firms, prepaid
solutions, or NFC providers.

Firms can control certain bottle necks for a service delivery platform in order to position themselves
in the market. If we combine how different types of data correspond to platform types, we can
analyse what architectural components a firm needs to control in order to offer different types of
services from real‐time data:
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Real‐time data

Raw Data

Info component

Info product

Public transport
Utility consumption

Date/time

Combination of raw data:
Number of subscribers in
particular neighbour hoods

Improved decision making

Mobile / Stationary
City areas
Temperature

Journey time
Location
Routes

Data
collection

In‐home
Device
Platform

Data
aggregation

Profiling

Products for sale
Interactive city maps

Service
Delivery

Portal /Platform
Management

Billing
Generation

Service
Approval
& Regulation

Data
Platform

Open Data
Platform

Industry
Platform

Figure 17: Data business models as a function of platform gatekeeping for time‐sensitive data

A forthcoming publication is planned to develop the framework presented in this report for
analysing business models resulting from gatekeeping roles in platforms with real-time data
as input. The empirical investigation would be informed by forthcoming case material from
Sweden and the UK by the author.

Policies for the apps economy
Financial and economic drivers are most important to innovating enterprises and environmental
concerns could be seen as an external challenge to existing business models. Policy makers could
ignite change by pressure through existing, or expected, regulation or an increase in the prices of
energy or raw materials which would challenge the company’s cost structure.

Previous work indicates that investors in new firms can annualise costs for IT into chunks that are
easier to fit into a business plan. As cloud computing allows IT to be mapped into particular services
for customers, this cost can be more accurately factored into the product price. The study by
Liebenau, Karrberg et al demonstrates the effect of key areas of high‐level policy: Data transfer
policies, having to do with either trade or concerns such as data security and privacy rights
protection, can have significant effect upon regional implementations of cloud computing. Pricing of
energy and the opportunity to affect pricing through the encouragement of green energy policies or
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other incentive mechanisms, can make a major difference in a country’s ability to attract investment
in data centres.
If we break down delivery platforms to their basic functions the complementarity of these
components would enable a platform to deliver contents from several industries. Policy makers
should attempt to support firms in their pursuit of high complementarity by addressing IPR, data
protection & cross‐industry regulatory silos.

Figure 18: App policy components beyond telecom for content delivery in supply‐chains and exchanges

Judging from our more than decade‐long research on mobility and apps at LSE, it would be a mistake
to assume that the “app economy” is disconnected from other well researched industries,
managerial practises and regulatory frameworks. In fact the app economy is built on the success of a
converging internet and telecom industry, supported by practises such as cloud computing for
flexible scaling of IT infrastructures.
Policy for the apps economy must reflect characteristics of platforms in order to support the future
growth of the industry. The Network Economy Forum held at London School of Economics, Europe’s
regulators and telecom industry (with the exception of some, typically non‐incumbent operators)
agree that policy makers should focus on creating attractive conditions, and leverage existing
technology strengths rather than interventions that could harm the investment climate. Europe has
competitive advantages in developing networks and economies of scale, so it is disappointing that
the European market, including the UK, is characterised by relatively poor growth and few global
champions. The key to today’s policy must be further stimulations of these ICT markets, with an
informed view of growth factors, such as delivery platforms supporting the growing apps economy.
The leading position that UK has in apps and new service innovation could be a window to improve
the long‐term trend towards more imports in the telecom sector among OECD countries:
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Figure 19: OECD imports and exports of communications equipment and services

Therefore policies to support the emerging app economy should be an element of the EU 2020
Digital Agenda and on the radar for National Regulatory Authorities. This research on the app market
should serve as an input to for fine tuning of existing policies. Such areas could include education
and training, public support to research, and reducing red tape for small business engaging in the
telecom space.
LSE has through its LSE Network Economy Forum11 regular contact with CEOs in larger telecom,
media, and Internet firms, who could provide data input, or even form the basis for a Delphi study.
We also have extensive contacts with our alumni association, connecting CEOs of several new firms
in London, a leading start‐up hub for apps in Europe. To take the policy work into publications would
call for qualitative investigations informed by our work on quantifying the apps economy.
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Appendix ‐ Various apps
Apps provided by utilities:
EOn trial in Milton Keynes
(http://pressreleases.eon‐uk.com/blogs/eonukpressreleases/archive/2012/09/19/1861.aspx)
British Gas
(http://www.britishgas.co.uk/smarter‐living/control‐energy/smart‐home‐revolution.html)

Ticket apps (all in Appstore or Google Play):
Easyjet
British
Seatwave:
LiveNatrion:

airways

Provided by third parties:
Alert Me
A UK based company, AlertMe provides monitoring hardware and services to control energy use at home. A
big data type of company, they use non intrusive technologies to extrapolate trends from customer data that
thereafter feedback consumers with energy use recommendations. https://www.alertme.com/
“OPower” (USA based)
Opower provides software solutions to use energy more efficiently. They create individualized energy reports
for utility customers and offer recommendations on how to save energy and money by making small changes
to their energy consumption. The company serves around 15 million homes worldwide. http://opower.com/

Apps used in research
www.smartspaces.dmu.ac.uk (see below).
http://www.powermatcher.net/ ,
http://duall.dmu.ac.uk/blog/2010/12/01/yahoo‐widgets/ (a different, more
people centred approach used by my colleague Richard Bull.

Other apps featuring real‐time data and aspects of social networking
“Trees
Near
You”
This app displays information on over 500,000 trees on New York City streets. For any area in the city different
species are displayed on a map interface. Trees Near You was created from street tree census data publicly
released by the New York city government. It won a best application prize in the NYC BigApps competition.
Research indicates that a 10% increase of trees in a city can decrease the temperature of surrounding urban
areas with 3‐8 degrees (WWF Magazine Sweden, no3, 2013).
http://www.treesnearyou.com/
“Many small distances”, a Swedish app by the Organisation of Farmers. By June 2013 some 64000 bicycle runs
had been logged on the app. Users can compete for status (night owl etc) and prices from the company, such
as food from participating partners. Statistics of top users and cities are logged.
http://lantmannen.se/Manga‐strackor‐sma/
“Fix my Street”Launched February 2007, FixMyStreet is a web application in the UK for people to report, view,
or discuss local problems with their city council. A phone app was launched in 2008. Issues are located on a
map. Built by MySociety, a not‐for‐profit organisation together with The Young Foundation, it has now spread
internationally.
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“Trashtrack”
TrashTrack is an experimental app using a wireless sensor networks to track waste movement. Using mobile
phone technology, sensors are attached to consumer waste products, such as cans or cups. The sensors report
the location of these object real‐time, as it moves towards landfill or recycling. This is visualised and mapped.
Developed by MIT’s SENSEable Cities Lab: http://senseable.mit.edu/trashtrack/
http://nest.com/,
http://www.immersun.co.uk/ ,
http://www.yetu.com .
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